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(Grazing incidence fast molecule diffraction (GIFMD) has been recently used to study a number of surfaces, but this experimental effort has not been followed, to present, by a subsequent theoretical endeavor. Aiming at filling this gap, in this work, we have carried out GIFMD simulations for the benchmark system H$_2$/LiF(001). To perform our study, we have built a six-dimensional potential energy surface (6D-PES) by applying a modified version of the corrugation reducing procedure (CRP) to a set of density functional theory (DFT) energies. Based on this CRP interpolated PES, we have conducted quantum dynamics calculations using both the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree and the time-dependent wave packet propagation methods. We have compared the results of our GIFMD simulations with available experimental spectra. From this comparison, we have uncovered a prominent role of the interaction between the quadrupole moment of H$_2$ and the electric field associated with LiF(001) for specific incidence crystallographic directions. We show that, on the one hand, the molecule’s initial rotation strongly affects its diffractive scattering and, on the other hand, the scattering is predominantly rotationally elastic over a wide range of incidence conditions typical for GIFMD experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Grazing (1°–3°) incidence fast (0.2–25 keV) atomic and molecular diffraction, GIFAD and GIFMD techniques, have received quite a lot of attention during the present century. Since 2007, when the first experimental results for LiF(001) [1] and NaCl(001) [2] were published, the number of measurements and systems studied have increased considerably (see [3] and references therein), including a significant amount of studies using molecular projectiles [1,2,4–6]. Spectra measured for molecular projectiles are richer than for atomic projectiles due to the internal molecular degrees of freedom (DOFs) [7], and therefore they are in principle a more sensitive tool for surface analysis. From a theoretical point of view, the diffraction of atomic projectiles has been widely studied [4,6,8–16]. However, little attention has been devoted to molecular projectiles, beyond some classical scattering studies [17–19], although in this case theory can play a key role in understanding experimental results.

To carry out GIFMD simulations, provided that the Born-Oppenheimer static surface (BOSS) approximation holds, two basic steps are required: (i) an accurate description of the electronic structure of the molecule/surface system, i.e., an accurate six-dimensional (6D) potential energy surface (PES), and (ii) a computationally applicable quantum dynamics method. Six-dimensional quantum dynamics has already become a standard tool to study diatomic molecule/surface interactions at low incidence energy (<2 eV), from reactive scattering [20–24] to molecular diffraction [24–26]. However, its accuracy in reproducing experimental data, disregarding phonons and electron-hole pair excitations effects, relies on the accuracy of the underlying potential energy surface (PES) on which the dynamics is carried out [23,27]. Thus the large progress made in the microscopic dynamics description of molecule-surface interaction processes has motivated, subsequently, the development of flexible and accurate methods to determine full-dimensional PESs. These methods are commonly based on interpolation of density functional theory (DFT) energies, computed for a variable number of configurations. Nowadays a handful of such methods is already available in the literature, such as the corrugation reducing procedure (CRP) [28], the modified Shepard (MS) interpolation method [29,30], the neural networks (NN) method [31,32], the permutation invariant polynomial (PIP-NN) method [33], and the reactive force fields (RFF) method [34].

Here our aim is to scrutinize the suitability of the methods developed to study diffractive scattering at thermal or quasi-thermal energies for GIFMD research. We have chosen H$_2$/LiF(001) as the benchmark system because, on the one hand, there are GIFMD experimental measurements available in the literature [3,35], and, on the other hand, there is an extensive literature devoted to this system in the low incidence energy regime, which will allow us to further test our simulation tools. In fact, diffraction of H$_2$ from LiF(001) has been popularly used as a benchmark system to test theoretical models and experimental setups, since the 1930s when Stern et al. used it to prove the wave nature of atomic and molecular particles [36,37]. These experimental results were also used to describe for the first time selective adsorption [38]. Later on, experiments on rotationally and diffractionally inelastic scattering showed that H$_2$ could change its rotational state upon collision with LiF(001) [39]. Rotational polarization [40] and time-of-flight measurements were also performed for...
this system [41]. Aiming at understanding these experimental measurements, a number of theoretical models were proposed, although most of them suffered from important shortcomings. Some scattering calculations [42–47] were performed making use of analytical potentials, which do not contain dependence on the H$_2$ azimuthal angle $\phi$ (see Fig. 1 for coordinates definition), i.e., potentials that do not allow $\Delta m_J$ transitions, where $m_J$ is the quantized projection of the rotational angular momentum. Other models [48–52] allow for these transitions, but do not take into account the interaction between the electrostatic field of the surface ions and the quadrupole moment of the H$_2$ molecule. However, as shown by Hill [53], this interaction plays a key role in H$_2$/LiF(001) scattering, because it is mainly responsible for rotational transitions. In fact, more recently theoretical simulations [54,55], based on a five-dimensional model (using the rigid rotor approximation), revealed the importance of including the electrostatic interaction in the model and states with different $m_J$ in the basis set for reproducing experimental results showing large differences in the diffraction intensities for para-H$_2$ ($J = 0$) and normal-H$_2$ ($J = 0$ and $J = 1$ in the ratio 1:3) [56]. For this system also isotopic effects have been studied [57,58].

To perform our detailed analysis of diffraction of H$_2$ from LiF(001) under fast grazing incidence, we have built a six-dimensional (6D) potential energy surface (PES) based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations. To build such PES, we have used a modified version of the CRP method, which is described in Sec. II A. Since this is a 6D DFT-based PES generated for an insulating surface, the accuracy of the new interpolation scheme has been carefully checked. Based on this PES, we have carried out dynamics simulations using both the time-dependent wave packet (TDWP) method [21] and the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method [59]. Our first results using a combination of these methods [60] have revealed that the differences observed experimentally in the diffraction spectra as a function of the incidence direction are mainly due to the interaction between the quadrupole moment of the molecule and the electric field associated with the ionic surface. Here we present an exhaustive study of diffraction as a function of both the internal DOFs of the molecule and the normal incidence energy. Finally, we have also analyzed the probabilities of rotational excitation and deexitation upon diffraction as a function of the incidence energy and the initial rotational state.

II. METHODOLOGY

To perform our study, we have worked within the BOSS approximation. Here, we should point out that, although experimental results at low incidence energies indicate that 75% of the H$_2$/LiF(001) interaction should be phonon inelastic [39], recent diffraction experiments on molecule/metal systems [61] suggest that relative intensities of rotational and diffractive transitions are not much affected by phonon. Electron excitations are not expected to play a prominent role in view of the large band gap characterizing LiF. Furthermore, the possibility of performing experiments in which both the angular distribution and the energy loss of the scattered projectiles [62] are measured allows one to separate the contributions of electronic excitations and scattering, thus providing the ideal framework for assessing the results of BOSS theoretical simulations.

Following the BOSS formalism, we have first computed the PES of the system by keeping the surface atoms frozen at their equilibrium position, i.e., by considering only the six DOFs of the molecule (see Fig. 1). In a second step, we have studied the nuclear motion of the molecule, by means of quantum dynamics, on this 6D-PES.

A. H$_2$/LiF potential energy surface

To carry out dynamics simulations, we need a continuous PES. To compute such a PES for H$_2$/LiF(001), we have interpolated a dense set of DFT-GGA (generalized gradient approximation) energies applying a modified version of the corrugation reducing procedure (CRP). The DFT-GGA energies have been computed using the plane-wave based code VASP (Vienna ab-initio simulation program) [63,64]. In applying the DFT-GGA method, we have chosen the PW91 functional [65]. The ion cores have been described using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method [66]. We have used a cutoff energy of 800 eV to limit the plane-wave expansion, and a $5 \times 5 \times 1$ k-point grid to sample the Brillouin zone. To model the adsorbate/substrate system, we have used a five-layer slab and a $(2 \times 2)$ surface unit cell. To avoid artifacts caused by the use of periodic boundary conditions in the direction perpendicular to the slab, we have placed a vacuum layer of 20 Å between the slabs in the Z direction. From our converged calculations, we have obtained a lattice constant value equal to 2.88 Å, in good agreement with previous theoretical results [67,68] and with the experimental value of 2.84 Å [69]. The interlayer distance after relaxation was found to be 1.98 Å. The topmost layer presents a rumpling of 0.065 Å, with the interlayer distance after relaxation being 2.88 Å, in good agreement with previous theoretical results [61].

Using the modified CRP method, the 6D PES can be written as

$$V_{6D}(\mathbf{R}) = I_{6D}(\mathbf{R}) + V_{3D}(\mathbf{r}_1) L_{2\delta,\Lambda}(\mathbf{r}_1) + V_{3D}(\mathbf{r}_2) L_{2\delta,\Lambda}(\mathbf{r}_2),$$

(1)

FIG. 1. Cartesian coordinates system. The inset shows the symmetry sites used in the interpolation.
In Eq. (1), \( I_{6D} (\mathbf{R}) \) represents a 6D smooth function, where \( \mathbf{R} \) stands for the molecular DOFs (see Fig. 1). \( V_{6D} (\mathbf{R}) \) is the atomic repulsive potential, i.e., the interaction between an atom of the molecule and the surface, \( \mathbf{r}_i \) being the atomic coordinates \((x_i,y_i,z_i)\). \( L_{2D,6D} \) represents a logistic function, which controls the amount of repulsion that is taken into account when computing \( I_{6D} \). The idea of introducing the \( L_{2D,6D} \) function comes from the fact that, at long distances from the surface, \( V_{6D} \) is already smooth enough to be interpolated directly, without subtracting any repulsive term. The choice of the \( z_0 \) and \( \delta_z \) parameters controls the amount of CRP applied to the interpolation. At long distances, we have found that a complete CRP interpolation introduces numerical noise in \( I_{6D} \). Thus the addition of the logistic function ensures a more stable interpolation when the distance to the surface becomes long enough. The numerical noise avoided in this way would otherwise not only lead to spurious fluctuations in the potential, it could also lead to erroneous symmetries with respect to rotations in \( \theta \) and \( \phi \). Some representative examples of this problem are shown in Fig. 2, where we have displayed the potential as a function of the azimuthal angle \((\phi)\) for several configurations \((X_{cm},Y_{cm},Z_{cm},r,\theta)\). From this figure, we can see that the PES interpolated with the modified CRP yields more accurate results, in comparison with DFT data not used in the interpolation, than the PES interpolated with the standard CRP method.

To perform the interpolation, we have used 4116 DFT single point energies, which are grouped in 21 \((X_{cm},Y_{cm},\theta,\phi)\) configurations (see Table I). For each configuration, we have computed 196 DFT single point energy values by varying \( Z_{cm} \) from 0.25 to 7.0 Å and \( r \) from 0.4 to 2.3 Å. To evaluate \( I_{6D} \), we first carry out a cubic spline interpolation of each of the 2D cuts \((Z_{cm},r)\) of the grid, and then a symmetry adapted Fourier interpolation is performed along \( \theta \) and \( \phi \) for each high symmetry site. This procedure allows one not only to define \( I_{6D} \) at each high symmetry site, but also to define its first derivatives. Finally, in order to get \( I_{6D} \) and its derivatives for any geometry, a Fourier interpolation is performed in \((X_{cm},Y_{cm})\) and \( \phi \) based on the previous ones. Details about the interpolation of the \( V_{6D} \) potentials are given in Ref. [14].

In Fig. 3, we show several 2D \((r,Z_{cm})\) cuts corresponding to the 6D interpolated potential. From this figure, we can see that the Li top sites present the higher anisotropy, whereas the lower anisotropy is found for the Li-F bridge sites. We can also observe that, as it could be anticipated, helicopter \((\theta = 90')\) configurations are energetically more stable than cartwheel configurations over the Li sites, because the positive charge located on the Li ion interacts favorably with the excess of negative charge located in the \( H_2 \) bond, whereas the opposite holds over the F sites.

### B. Dynamics

Within the BOSS approximation, the Hamiltonian describing our system can be written in (atomic units) as

\[
\hat{H} = -\frac{1}{2M} \left[ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial X^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial Y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial Z^2} \right] - \frac{1}{2\mu} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial r^2} + \frac{\hat{J}}{2\mu r^2} + V_{6D}.
\]

In this equation, \( M \) and \( \mu \) are the total and the reduced mass of \( H_2 \), respectively, and \( \hat{J} \) is the rotation operator, of which the eigenfunctions are the spherical harmonics \( Y_{lm} (\theta, \phi) \). To study diffractive scattering of \( H_2 \) from LiF(001) using this Hamiltonian, we have to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation,

\[
\hat{H} \Phi (\mathbf{R}, \mathbf{r}, t) = \frac{\partial \Phi (\mathbf{R}, \mathbf{r}, t)}{\partial t}.
\]

To do so, we have used two different quantum dynamics methods, the TDWP [21,22,72] and the MCTDH [59,73] methods. In this section, we summarize briefly the main characteristics of both methods. A more detailed description can be found in Refs. [21,22,59,73].
FIG. 3. 2D cuts through the H$_2$/LiF(001). Left side panels: helicopter configurations; right side panels: cartwheel configurations. From top to bottom: top Li, top F, Li-Li bridge, and Li-F bridge sites. The spacing between the contour levels is 0.1 eV.

1. Time-dependent wave packet propagation (TDWP) method

Within the TDWP framework [21], the dependence of the wave function on $X_{cm}$, $Y_{cm}$, $Z_{cm}$, and $r$ is represented using a direct product discrete variable representation (DVR) [74] with constant grid spacing, and on the angular DOFs using a nondirect product finite basis representation (FBR) of spherical harmonics. To transform the wave function from the angular FBR to the corresponding DVR, and vice versa, Gauss-associated-Legendre and Fourier transforms are used [75].

The TDWP method can be divided in three main steps.

(i) The initial wave function (placed in the noninteraction region, $Z_\infty$) is written as the product of a Gaussian wave packet, describing the perpendicular motion to the surface, a plane wave function, describing the parallel translational motion, and a rovibrational wave function, describing the internal initial state of the molecule,

$$\Psi_0(X_{cm}, Y_{cm}, Z_{cm}, r, \theta, \phi) = \varphi_{v,J}(r)Y_{J,m_J}(\theta, \phi) \times \frac{1}{\sqrt{A}} e^{iK_0 \cdot R} \int dkZ b(kZ) \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} e^{ikZ},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $\varphi_{v,J}(r)$ and $Y_{J,m_J}(\theta, \phi)$ are the vibrational and rotational eigenfunctions, respectively, $K_0$ the initial parallel momentum vector, $R$ the position vector ($X_{cm}, Y_{cm}$), and $A$ the unit cell area.

(ii) This initial wave function is propagated using the split operator method [76], in which the kinetic ($\hat{K}$) and potential ($\hat{V}$) propagation parts of the Hamiltonian are symmetrically split as

$$e^{-i\hat{H} \Delta t} = e^{-i\hat{K} \frac{\Delta t}{2}} e^{-i\hat{V} \frac{\Delta t}{2}} e^{-i\hat{K} \frac{\Delta t}{2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

Note that by symmetrizing the splitting, the error of this method is of the order of $\Delta t^3$.

(iii) Eventually, the backscattering wave function is analyzed at the point beyond which the molecule and the surface no longer interact ($Z_\infty$). The analysis is carried out using the Balint-Kurti formalism [77–79].

In Table II, we summarize the relevant parameters used in our TDWP calculations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>S.N.I.</th>
<th>F.G.I.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial wave packet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpendicular energy range (eV)</td>
<td>0.05–0.15</td>
<td>0.15–0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel energy (eV)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>199.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial position, $Z_0$</td>
<td>17.75</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width, $\Delta Z_0$</td>
<td>0.452</td>
<td>1.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z$ minimum value</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid points, $N_Z$</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specular grid points, $N_{Zsp}$</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid spacing, $\Delta Z$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid points, $N_r$</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid spacing, $\Delta r$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid points, $N_\times$ ($N_Y$)</td>
<td>10 (10)</td>
<td>24 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum $J$ in rotational basis</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time propagation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time step, $\Delta t$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total propagation time</td>
<td>35000</td>
<td>24000–28000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optical potential in $Z(r)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial value, $Z_{min}$</td>
<td>13.25 (3.65)</td>
<td>13.50 (3.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportionality constant</td>
<td>0.0055 (0.0099)</td>
<td>0.0058 (0.0191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range, $L_0$</td>
<td>7.80 (3.00)</td>
<td>10.30 (2.85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis value, $Z_\infty$</td>
<td>13.25</td>
<td>13.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The characteristics of the SPFs per wave representation depend on both spatial coordinates and time. Thus time-dependent single-particle functions (SPFs). These SPFs wave function of our system is represented as a sum of

\[ \Psi(t) = \sum_{n} \Psi_{n}(t) \]

where \( \Psi_{n}(t) \) are the natural potentials, \( \phi_{ik}^{(z)}(z; t) \) and \( \phi_{ik}^{(r)}(r; t) \) are the natural potentials and \( F_{ik}(z; t) \) and \( \alpha_{ik}(r; t) \) are the expansion coefficients. The natural potentials are the orthogonal eigenvectors of the symmetric positive semidefinite potential energy density matrices \( \rho^{(z)} \), given by

\[ \rho^{(z)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{z}} A_{ijk}(t) \times \phi_{ik}^{(z)}(z; t) \phi_{jk}^{(z)*}(z; t) \]

The natural potentials are the orthogonal eigenvectors of the symmetric positive semidefinite potential energy density matrices \( \rho^{(z)} \), given by

\[ \rho^{(z)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{z}} A_{ijk}(t) \times \phi_{ik}^{(z)}(z; t) \phi_{jk}^{(z)*}(z; t) \]

The natural potentials are the orthogonal eigenvectors of the symmetric positive semidefinite potential energy density matrices \( \rho^{(z)} \), given by

\[ \rho^{(z)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{z}} A_{ijk}(t) \times \phi_{ik}^{(z)}(z; t) \phi_{jk}^{(z)*}(z; t) \]

The natural potentials are the orthogonal eigenvectors of the symmetric positive semidefinite potential energy density matrices \( \rho^{(z)} \), given by

\[ \rho^{(z)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{z}} A_{ijk}(t) \times \phi_{ik}^{(z)}(z; t) \phi_{jk}^{(z)*}(z; t) \]

The natural potentials are the orthogonal eigenvectors of the symmetric positive semidefinite potential energy density matrices \( \rho^{(z)} \), given by

\[ \rho^{(z)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{z}} A_{ijk}(t) \times \phi_{ik}^{(z)}(z; t) \phi_{jk}^{(z)*}(z; t) \]

The natural potentials are the orthogonal eigenvectors of the symmetric positive semidefinite potential energy density matrices \( \rho^{(z)} \), given by

\[ \rho^{(z)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{z}} \sum_{k=1}^{N_{z}} A_{ijk}(t) \times \phi_{ik}^{(z)}(z; t) \phi_{jk}^{(z)*}(z; t) \]
III. RESULTS and DISCUSSION

We have first performed some simulations at quasithermal energies under normal incidence conditions. A comparison between our results and previous ones [55] already gives us some useful information that will be valuable to analyze the GIFMD results. In a second step, we have performed GIFMD simulations.

A. Slow normal incidence

To assess the accuracy of our DFT-based PES, we have first computed rotational deexcitation and diffraction probabilities under slow normal incidence conditions, and we have compared our results with those from Ref. [55]. Results presented in Ref. [55] were obtained using a 5D TWDP method, excluding molecular vibration, and an analytical PES [54,84] that include the expression for the electrostatic ionic lattice–molecular quadrupole moment interaction proposed by Hill [53]. Therefore, this PES includes empirically all the interactions that play a role in the H$_2$/LiF(001) system, namely, the short range repulsion between closed-shell species, the attractive induced dipole–induced dipole interactions, the induced dipole–induced quadrupole interaction, the electrostatic quadrupole–ionic lattice interaction, and the ionic lattice–induced dipole interaction. In Figs. 4 and 5, we show the comparison between our 6D quantum dynamics calculations and those from Ref. [55]. In Fig. 5, the diffraction probabilities include all $m_J$ contributions. From these figures, we can extract several interesting conclusions: (i) the agreement between 5D and 6D quantum MCTDH dynamics results (see insets in Figs. 4 and 5) is almost perfect, proving that the rigid solid approximation, already used in Refs. [55,58], can be safely used to study this system; (ii) 6D MCTDH results are in very good agreement with those obtained with the 6D TDWP method, i.e., both methods are equally suitable to study this kind of phenomenon. The advantage of the MCTDH method lies in the fact that it can be straightforwardly used for any number of dimensions. (iii) we have found good agreement between our results and those from Ref. [55]. From this agreement, we can conclude that our DFT-based PES includes all the relevant effects that explain the interaction of a diatomic molecule with an ionic surface, and notably the electrostatic quadrupole–ionic surface interaction, which, as discussed in Sec. III B, plays a prominent role in explaining diffraction as a function of the crystallographic direction.

B. Fast grazing incidence

In GIFMD, a highly energetic molecule approaches the surface following a trajectory almost parallel to the surface. In this case, only diffraction peaks perpendicular to the crystallographic incidence direction, in the reciprocal lattice (see inset in Fig. 6), can be observed [1,2,85]. In Fig. 7, we show a comparison between typical experimental diffraction spectra [35], measured along the [100] and the [110] direction, and our theoretical simulations, for the initial rotational states $J = 0$ and 3. At this point, it is worth noticing that our theoretical patterns include both rotational elastic and inelastic contributions, although, as discussed below, inelastic contributions are rather small. A swift comparison between these spectra already shows that, although they have been recorded for similar normal energies ($\sim 300$ eV), they look very different. In fact, as discussed in Ref. [35], if one uses a simple hard-wall model to extract surface parameters from this spectra, for example, the corrugation, one may find a strikingly large difference depending on the crystallographic direction analyzed, 0.068 Å along the (100) direction versus 0.25 Å along the (110) direction. This result supports the idea that to extract accurate surface parameters, a detailed analysis using accurate theoretical methods is required.

We have performed both 5D-MCTDH and 6D-TDWP calculations for molecules incident in their ground rotational state. In the case of the MCTDH calculations, we have taken advantage of our previous analysis for slow normal incidence, which shows a very good agreement between 5D and 6D-MCTDH calculations (see insets in Figs. 4 and 5). The reduction of the dimensionality has allowed us to simulate GIFMD experiments efficiently with MCTDH, because the computational cost of this method, in its actual implementation, increases considerably when dealing with molecules with large momentum. Also, to reduce the computational cost, we have performed MCTDH calculations using a $\theta_i$ value higher than the one used in the experiments, while keeping the
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FIG. 5. Diffraction probabilities at slow normal incidence conditions, $E_n = 0.1$ eV. The peak probabilities have been obtained by summing over all final $m_J$ probabilities. Top panel: initial rotational state $J = 2$ and statistical distribution of $m_J$; bottom panel: initial rotational state $J = 2$ and $m_J = 0$. TDWP 5D results have been taken from Ref. [55]. The inset shows the comparison between 6D and 5D MCTDH results.

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of a grazing incidence collision of H$_2$ with LiF(001). The coordinate system used in the dynamics is also shown. The inset shows the reciprocal lattice corresponding to LiF(001).

FIG. 7. Experimental and theoretical simulated spectra for H$_2$ diffracted from LiF(001) for incidence along the [100] (a) and [110] (b) crystallographic directions, with $E_n = 300$ meV and $\theta_i = 8^\circ$, $2.2^\circ$, and $1^\circ$ for MCTDH, TDWP, and experiment, respectively. Theoretical simulations correspond to H$_2$ molecules with $(J_i = 0, v_i = 0)$ and $(J_i = 3, v_i = 0)$. Experimental results have been taken from Ref. [35]. To take into account the experimental resolution our theoretical results have been convoluted by using a Gaussian function with $\sigma = 0.8 \AA^{-1}$ (FWHM $= 1.88 \AA^{-1}$). For the sake of comparison, the experimental spectra have been normalized to the 6D-TDWP theoretical specular peak in panel (a), and to one of the second order peaks in panel (b).

[100] crystallographic direction [Fig. 7(a)], the agreement between theory and experiment is remarkable, supporting the accuracy of our DFT-based 6D PES. The good agreement between the MCTDH simulations, the TDWP ones, and the experimental results further support our previous conclusions for H/LiF(001) [16], according to which fast grazing incidence conditions are reached for $\theta_i$ values higher ($E_i$ lower) than the typical ones used in experiments. On the other hand, for incidence along the [110] direction, although the agreement between 5D-MCTDH and 6D-TDWP simulations is once again excellent, the comparison between experiment and theory is rather poor.

Beyond differences in the extension of the transverse momentum spectrum observed between theory and experiment, that can be mostly attributed to limitations of the experimental setup, the disagreement between 6D-TDWP simulations and experimental measurement along the [110] direction has been the subject of a recent detailed study [60], which has shown
FIG. 8. 6D-DTWP theoretical simulated spectra for H₂ diffracted from LiF(001) as a function of the wavelength for motion normal to the surface. To take into account the experimental resolution our theoretical results have been convoluted by using a 2D Gaussian function with $\sigma_x = 0.4$ and $\sigma_y = 0.01$. The white dashed line indicates the wavelength associated to H₂ at 300 meV, the 1D cuts of which are shown in Fig. 7.

that the internal DOFs of the molecule play a prominent role in this case, contrary to diffraction along the [100] direction, where the effect of the internal DOFs is negligible. The origin of this different behavior is the interaction of the quadrupole moment of the molecule with the electric field associated with the ionic crystal ($V_{els}$). According to previous work by Hill [53]

$$V_{els} = \sum_{n,m} A_{n,m}(\theta,\phi) [1 - (-1)^{n+m}],$$

(13)

where $n$ and $m$ are the diffraction indices (see inset in Fig. 6), and $A_{n,m}(\theta,\phi)$ a coefficient that depends on the molecule orientation and is expressed in second order spherical harmonics. Perpendicular to the [100] direction, $n + m$ is always even ($V_{els} = 0$), whereas perpendicular to the [110] direction $n + m$ is even and odd alternatively. Therefore, the influence of $V_{els}$ is only present along the [110] direction.

From Fig. 7, we observe that indeed the simulated spectra essentially do not depend on the initial rotational state along the [100] direction, whereas they strongly depend on $J_i$ along the [110] direction. Furthermore, along this latter direction only molecules with $J_i \neq 0$ would appear to be present in the beam, and they may well dominate its composition. Therefore, any attempt to reproduce experimental spectra along the [110] direction should consider rotationally excited molecules.

In Fig. 8, we have displayed the simulated spectra along the [100] and the [110] crystallographic directions, as a function of the wavelength associated with the projectile normal energy, for three initial rotational states, $J_i = 0, 1,$ and $3$. From this figure, we can see that along the [100] direction [see Fig. 8, panels (a), (b), and (c)] the shape of the diffraction spectrum does not depend significantly on $J_i$. Furthermore, the evolution of the spectra from the lower normal energies (the higher $\lambda$ values) to the higher ones is rather smooth and the probability of the specular peak decreases, while the probability of the first order peaks increases slowly. For diffraction along the [110] direction [see Fig. 8, panels (d), (e), and (f)], the evolution of the spectra as a function of the normal energy is more complex.

First, the shape of the spectrum depends strongly on the initial $J_i$ values, the differences being more evident between $J_i = 0$ and $J_i > 0$. Second, the variation of the spectra with normal energy is far from being monotonous, especially for $J_i = 0$ [Fig. 8(d)]. From Fig. 8(d), it can be clearly seen that the first order peaks dominate the spectra for the lowest normal energies (the highest $\lambda$ values). These peaks almost disappear when the energy $\lambda$ increases (decreases), but for the highest energies considered here they become the dominant ones once again. A similar qualitative behavior is observed for the specular, second order, and third order peaks: they increase and decrease alternatively as a function of the incidence energy. In the case of rotationally excited molecules [Figs. 8(e) and 8(f)],
the diffraction spectra also show some structure, especially for the highest energies (the lowest \( \lambda' \)'s). Interestingly, by comparing Figs. 8(d), 8(e) and 8(f), we can infer that a combination of these spectra \((c_3P_{j_3} + c_3P_{j_3} + c_3P_{j_3})\) will yield results rather different from the individual ones, and will strongly depend on the weights \((c_3, c_3, c_3)\). This fact reveals the need for further experimental developments aiming at characterizing the rotational distribution of the initial molecular beam.

Besides the different role played by the initial rotational state and the \( V_{\text{els}} \) potential for different incidence directions, one might wonder why the spectra for \( J_i = 3 \) along [100] and [110] directions [Figs. 8(a) and 8(d)] are so different, in view of the fact that \( V_{\text{els}} = 0 \) in both cases. As already discussed in Ref. [14] for H/LiF(100), these differences can be understood in terms of the geometrical structure factor, \( S_\theta \), which also modulates the intensity of diffraction peaks in polyatomic surfaces. \( S_\theta \) can be written as a function of the atomic form factor, \( f \), as

\[
S_\theta = f_{Li} e^{Gd_{Li}} + f_{Fe} e^{Gd_{Fe}},
\]

where \( G \) represent the reciprocal lattice \( G = m b_1 + n b_2 \) and \( d_{Li/Fe} \) the atomic basis set vectors. Thus \( S_\theta \) is equal to \( f_{Li} + f_{Fe} \) if \( n + m \) is even and \( S_\theta = f_{Li} - f_{Fe} \) if \( n + m \) is odd. For diffraction along [100], \( n + m \) is always even, i.e., for all diffraction peaks \( S_\theta \) is \( f_{Li} + f_{Fe} \), whereas, for diffraction along [110], \( n + m \) is even and odd alternatively, i.e., \( S_\theta \) is equal to \( f_{Li} + f_{Fe} \) and \( f_{Li} = -f_{Fe} \) for alternate diffraction peaks. Furthermore, the atomic form factors, \( f_{Li} \) and \( f_{Fe} \), depend on the corrugation of the PES, which varies as a function of the crystallographic direction. Thus this mechanism may explain the stronger modulation obtained for diffraction along the [110] crystallographic direction [Fig. 8(d)]. Note that for another alkali-halide surface, such as KCl(100), the experimental diffraction patterns show the opposite behavior, i.e., the stronger modulation is observed for diffraction along the [100] direction [86].

To further analyze the role of \( V_{\text{els}} \) in the interaction of \( \text{H}_2 \) with LiF(001), we have also studied the variation of the \( V_{\text{els}} \) potential for different incidence directions, the\( \text{H}_2 \) bond and the positive Li ion. The opposite is true for cartwheeling \( \text{H}_2 \) molecules, which see an almost flat surface. Therefore, we can consider both \( V_{\text{els}} \) and \( S_\theta \) responsible for the differences observed in the diffraction spectra as a function of \( m_J \). At this point, it is worth mentioning that a similar analysis performed for diffraction along the [100] direction (results not shown here) does not show any significant difference for diffraction as a function of \( m_J \). This is due, on the one hand, to the minor role that the quadrupole interaction plays for diffraction along this direction and, on the other hand, to the similar corrugation that helicopter and cartwheel molecules feel along this direction.

Finally, we have analyzed the probability of rotational inelastic diffraction. In Fig. 10, we show the total rotational excitation of \( \text{H}_2 \) upon scattering from LiF(001) as a function of the initial normal energy, for the three \( J_i \) states investigated here. From this figure, we can see that only molecules in the rotational ground state undergo a significant rotational excitation when the incidence normal energy increases, whereas the rotational excitation (or deexcitation) probability is rather small for \( \text{H}_2 \) \((J_i > 0)\), much smaller for \( J_i = 3 \) than for \( J_i = 1 \). For example, the rotational excitation probability observed for \( J_i = 1 \), at the highest \( E_n \) investigated here, 572 meV, is 27% (23%) along the [110] ([100]) direction [Fig. 10(b)], whereas for \( J_i = 3 \) rotational excitation probability is lower than 10%, and rotational deexcitation lower than 15%, over the whole.
In the light of these results, and taking into account that the experimental molecular beams are expected to contain a large amount of rotationally excited molecules, we can conclude that rotational inelastic diffraction does not play an important role, at least for normal incidence energies below 600 meV. This is an important advantage when analyzing experimental spectra, because due to the limitations of the experimental techniques, presently it is not possible to disentangle elastic from inelastic diffraction in GIFMD measurements.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

In this work, we have computed a six-dimensional (6D) potential energy surface (PES) for the H$_2$/LiF(001) system. This PES has been obtained by applying a modified version of the corrugation reducing procedure (CRP) to a set of density functional theory (DFT) energies. Based on this PES, we have performed quantum dynamics calculations, using both the time-dependent wave packet (TDWP) method and the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method. First, we have carried out simulations for low energy and normal incidence. From the good agreement between our results and previous results based on an analytical PES developed specifically for this system, we conclude that our DFT-based PES includes all the relevant physical effects responsible for the interaction of H$_2$ with LiF(001). And, by extension, that PESs obtained by applying the modified-CRP method to a set of DFT data set can be safely used to study the interaction of diatomic molecules with insulating surfaces.

In a second step, we have studied grazing incidence fast molecular diffraction (GIFMD) using both the TDWP and the MCTDH methods. From the good agreement between results obtained with these two methods, we can draw several conclusions. First, the close agreement between 5D and 6D wave packet results strongly suggests that the vibrational motion of H$_2$ only plays a minor role, and that it can be safely neglected. Second, grazing incidence conditions are reached for polar incidence angles higher than the ones usually used in experiment. The comparison between the simulated spectra and the experimental ones allows us to infer that most molecules present in the experimental molecular beam are rotationally excited, which means that the interaction between the quadrupole moment of the molecule and the electric field of the ionic surface ($V_{es}$) plays a different role for the different crystallographic incidence directions.

Throughout this work, we have shown that more detailed information about the diffraction phenomenon, and therefore about the characteristics of the molecule/surface interaction, would be obtained by resolving the initial rotational state of the molecule, i.e., $J_i$ and $m_J$. This is already possible in molecular beam diffraction experiments performed at thermal incidence energies [87–89]. We hope that the results presented in this work will stimulate similar developments in experimental methods used in GIFMD.
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